Introduction {#bhw380s1}
============

Many real-world tasks require sustained attention for moving targets. For example, following a basketball match or overseeing a group of children on a playground requires that we constantly track, index and update the location of each moving target in our working memory. Behavioral studies using the multiple-object-tracking (MOT) paradigm suggest that attentive indexing and tracking of multiple identical objects may occur in parallel ([@bhw380C33]; [@bhw380C6]). Yet, when the targets have distinct multiple identities---such as individual children on the playground---target identity needs to be accessed and bound with location information, thus likely introducing a serial component to the multiple identity tracking (MIT) process ([@bhw380C24]).

Neuroimaging studies have established that a cortical circuit spanning superior and inferior parietal and frontal cortices is involved in attentive tracking of identical targets, and that responses within this circuit are amplified during tracking the locations of the objects versus merely attending to them ([@bhw380C8]; [@bhw380C19]; [@bhw380C17]). This circuit bears significant resemblance to those involved in working memory and control of overt and covert attention (see meta-analyses in [@bhw380C14]; [@bhw380C28]). Thus, it has been proposed that MOT involves interactions between systems distributing attention over the space and maintaining positions of unattended objects in the visual working memory ([@bhw380C6]). The brain basis of object-identity-location binding during attentive tracking of multiple objects with distinct identities remains nevertheless poorly understood.

Cognitive models of MOT fall into 2 categories: those assuming parallel versus serial tracking. According to the multifocal attention model ([@bhw380C6]) and the indexing model ([@bhw380C33]), tracking can be carried out in parallel. These models postulate independent tracking mechanisms that are capable of tracking object positions either preattentively (the indexing model) or postattentively (the multifocal model). The multifocal attention model proposes that attention can be allocated simultaneously to multiple higher-level foci, thus allowing independent tracking of the moving targets. The limited attentional resources can be allocated covertly between the foci as they track moving targets. Because the foci may also have access to feature information, parallel tracking of specific targets is presumably possible (see also [@bhw380C18]). However, it is still debated whether or not object locations and their features can be accessed in parallel ([@bhw380C33]; [@bhw380C20]).

In contrast to the parallel models, attentional switching models ([@bhw380C33]; [@bhw380C38]; [@bhw380C23], [@bhw380C25]) assume that tracking is based on a single focus of attention, which cycles rapidly between the targets to be tracked. These models predict that the tracking load (i.e. the number of to-be-tracked targets) is closely associated with spatial working memory capacity, reflected in increased number of overt eye movements, covert attention shifts, and cognitive load (as indexed by pupil size; [@bhw380C26]).

Thus, the issue whether or not MIT and MOT share a common tracking mechanism is still unresolved ([@bhw380C16]; [@bhw380C30]; [@bhw380C7]). The multifocal model and the object file theory assume a unitary parallel mechanism capable of tracking both objects' positions and features. In contrast, MOMIT ([@bhw380C25]) and Pylyshyn\'s indexing theory ([@bhw380C33]) posit at least partially separate mechanisms for MOT and MIT. MOMIT\'s assumption about parallel access to peripheral location information suggests that position tracking during MOT can be carried out in parallel, but identity tracking in MIT should be based on serial attentional switching.

Behavioral studies suggest that position tracking and identity tracking may involve partially distinct cognitive systems, specifically, one for tracking positions and another for tracking identities ([@bhw380C16]; [@bhw380C26]). Yet, all previous functional imaging studies have focused on the MOT task with tracking of identical targets. Consequently, it remains unresolved 1) whether position (MOT) and identity (MIT) tracking share a common resource during attentive tracking and 2) how object identity and location are bound together during the MIT. If location-identity bindings are updated in parallel across the visual field based on the interactions of the dorsal and ventral visual streams (cf. parallel models), MIT and MOT would activate a similar set of frontopariatal regions involved in attentive tracking ([@bhw380C8]; [@bhw380C19]; [@bhw380C17]). Eye movement differences between the MIT and MOT tasks should be minimal, yet an increased number of distinct objects in the MIT task would lead to activity increases in the early visual regions, and possibly to some extent in the dorsal attention system due to the extra processing step involving the access of object identities (rather than their positions only). On the contrary, it is possible that identity-location binding requires focal attention which could be established serially and stored in the visual short-term memory when each target is under focal attention (cf. the attention-switching models). Thus, out-dated bindings of moving targets require constant updating under focal attention ([@bhw380C23], [@bhw380C25]). Subsequently, in addition to mechanisms involved in attentive tracking, MIT would be manifested in significant activation increases in the lateral prefrontal (lPFC) regions involved in spatial working memory ([@bhw380C27]), and in increased functional connectivity between these systems and regions and those involved in object recognition.

The current study {#bhw380s1a}
-----------------

Here, we combined functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with concurrent eye movement recordings to reveal the cortical circuits binding object identity and location while tracking multiple moving objects with distinct (MIT) versus indistinguishable (MOT) identities (Fig. [1](#bhw380F1){ref-type="fig"}). Task load was manipulated by the number of the to-be-tracked objects. We show that a set of inferior and superior parietal, medial and lateral frontal as well as lateral occipital regions involved in working memory, attention control and object recognition are engaged while tracking multiple objects with distinct identities. Moreover, lateral frontal and ventral occipitotemporal regions were uniquely activated in MIT, likely providing the basis for identity-location binding. These effects were dissociated from eye movements, suggesting that they reflect activation of the working memory and covert attentional guidance systems. Figure 1.Experimental design for MIT (*A*) and MOT (*B*). Participants were first shown an array of items, of which the to-be-tracked items (0, 2, or 4) were flashed. Subsequently, the targets moved around the screen for from 14 to 18 s, after which they were replaced with visual masks, of which one was flashed. In the MIT probe phase, participants were shown all the items from the tracking array and asked to designate which one of them occupied the location of the flashed mask. In the MOT probe phase, participants responded whether or not the location occupied by the flashed mask contained one of the targets. In Experiment 2, a fixation cross stayed on the screen throughout the trials, and the color of the cross indicated whether or not participants were allowed to move their eyes. *Note*: Items shown here are for visualization purposes only and were not used in the experiments; the real task involved 8 different objects.

Materials and Methods {#bhw380s2}
=====================

Participants {#bhw380s2a}
------------

The Aalto University Ethics Review Board approved the study protocol, and the study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Twenty-four adults (5 males, mean age = 28.13 years, SD = 8.07) with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in Experiment 1 and 15 adults (7 males, ages 19--28, mean age = 22.3 years, SD = 2.4) in Experiment 2. Formal power analysis for the experiment would be nontrivial, because our study involved a novel MIT-MOT paradigm not previously used in the fMRI research, and the main statistical approaches involved a novel type of network analysis for which formal a priori power analysis does not exist. Henceforth, we opted for an informal criterion for power by roughly doubling the sample size of similar behavioral experiments yielding robust effect sizes ([@bhw380C26]) and clearly exceeding the sample sizes in previous fMRI studies on MOT ([@bhw380C8]; [@bhw380C19]; [@bhw380C17]). Individuals with a history of neurological or psychiatric disease or current medication affecting the central nervous system were excluded. All participants were compensated for their time and travel costs, and they signed the ethics-committee-approved informed consent forms. In Experiment 2, two participants were excluded because the eye-tracker could not be calibrated prior to the fMRI experiment. Before the fMRI experiment, the participants were tested with a visuo-spatial complex span test of working memory (see [@bhw380C24]).

Design for Experiment 1 {#bhw380s2b}
-----------------------

Figure [1](#bhw380F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the overview of the task design. The experimental design was a 2 (MIT vs. MOT) × 3 (0 vs. 2 targets vs. 4 targets) fully within-participants design. The stimuli were 8 familiar objects drawn with black outline against a white background. They were selected from a standardized set of black-and-white line drawings ([@bhw380C35]). Each picture was shown equally often as the target.

Participants performed the MIT and MOT tasks with 2 or 4 targets. In the MIT trials, all 8 stimuli were different objects, whereas in the MOT trials all stimuli were identical. A separate control condition with 0 (identical or different) targets with no response demand was also included in the design, thus resulting in a 2 (MIT vs. MOT) × 3 (0, 2, 4 targets) fully within-participants design. At the beginning of each trial, all objects were shown statically on their randomly chosen starting positions for 1 s. Next, 0, 2 or 4 objects were designated as the targets by flashing a frame around them for 3 s. The participants' task was to track these objects during the subsequent from 14 to 18 s tracking phase, or follow the display passively if no targets were designated.

The objects moved around on the screen along linear trajectories (each chosen randomly from cardinal and intercardinal directions) with an average speed of 6.3°/s, the velocity ranging from 2.6 to 10.9°/s. The objects never overlapped with each other or disappeared from the screen; collisions with other objects or screen borders resulted in a "bump" where the object(s) changed its direction of movement. After the tracking phase, the objects were replaced with a mask for 2 s and one object was probed by a flashing frame around it. In the MIT task, the participants were shown all the 8 possible objects, and they had to choose the probed object. In the MOT task, participants had to decide whether or not the probed object was one of the tracked targets. In the 0-target control condition, the participants were simply asked to press the response button. The responses were given with a MRI compatible trackball. The next trial was initiated after the constant 5-s response interval expired. The participants were familiarized with the tasks prior to scanning. The experiment was split up into 3 consecutive 16-min runs. Each run consisted of 30 trials, with 5 trials per condition presented in a random order.

Design for Experiment 2 {#bhw380s2c}
-----------------------

As successful MIT performance may require foveal fixations on the targets, differences in eye movement patterns may confound comparisons between MIT and MOT. In Experiment 2, we thus addressed the role of eye movements in multiple-object versus identity tracking. The participants performed the MIT and MOT tasks with 4 targets, while either maintaining a fixation or moving the eyes freely. This resulted in a 2 (MIT vs. MOT) × 2 (Fixate vs. Move) fully within-participants design. The experimental design and trial order were similar to that in Experiment 1 with the following exceptions: The participants always tracked 4 objects. The fixation cross stayed on the screen throughout the trials. At the target designation phase, the fixation cross changed to red or blue to indicate whether participants should maintain a fixation or if they would be allowed to move their eyes during the next trial. The experiment was split up into four 11-min runs, with 5 trials per condition presented in random order in each run.

Design for Localizer Scans {#bhw380s2d}
--------------------------

In Experiment 1, separate localizers were run for working memory and object recognition. In the *n*-back working memory localizer task participants were shown 16-s blocks of single digits at the center of the screen for 1 s each, and their task was to press the response button if the currently shown digit matched the one shown *n* positions back. Before each block, the *n* (0, 2 or 4) for the next trial was shown on the screen. There were altogether 6 blocks with each *n-*condition presented in a random order. In the object recognition, lateral occipital cortex (LOC) localizer, pictures of objects and scrambled objects were both shown in 8 separate 16-s blocks. Each stimulus was shown for 1 s without breaks between the stimuli, and the blocks were separated by a 8-s rest period.

fMRI Acquisition {#bhw380s2e}
----------------

MRI was performed with Siemens MAGNETOM Skyra 3-T MRI scanner at the Advanced Magnetic Imaging Centre (Aalto NeuroImaging, Aalto University). Whole-brain data were acquired with *T*~2~\*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI), sensitive to blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal contrast with the following parameters: 33 axial slices, 4-mm slice thickness, TR = 1700 ms, TE = 24 ms, flip angle = 70°, FOV = 256 mm, voxel size 3 × 3 × 4 mm^3^, ascending interleaved acquisition with no gaps between slices. In Experiment 1, EPI data were acquired from a total of 3 runs with 553 volumes in each and in Experiment 2 from a total of 4 runs with 377 volumes in each. LOC localizer consisted of a single run with 210 volumes and the WM localizer of a single run with 232 volumes. Each run was preceded by 5 dummy volumes to allow for equilibration effects. *T*~1~-weighted structural images were acquired at a resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^. Stimuli were delivered using E-prime software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.). They were back-projected on a semitransparent screen using a 3-micromirror data projector (Christie X3, Christie Digital Systems Ltd) and from there via a mirror to the participant.

Data were preprocessed using SPM12 software (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>). The EPI images were realigned to the first scan by rigid body transformations to correct for head movements. EPI and structural images were coregistered and normalized to the *T*~1~ standard template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space ([@bhw380C10]) using linear and nonlinear transformations, and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM 8-mm.

Analysis of Task-Evoked BOLD Responses {#bhw380s2f}
--------------------------------------

Data were analyzed using the conventional 2-stage random effects model. Low-frequency signal drift was removed using a high-pass filter (cutoff 128 s), and AR(1) modeling of temporal autocorrelations was applied. Motion parameters were included in the first-level models to account for motion-related variance.

In Experiment 1, we first modeled the MIT and MOT trials with boxcar functions (only tracking phase was analyzed) in general linear model (GLM), and entered the number of the to-be-tracked objects (2 or 4) as parametric modulators. Subsequently, modeling the parametric effects of the number of targets (i.e. attentional load; [@bhw380C8]) separately for the MIT and MOT conditions revealed brain regions whose hemodynamic responses increase as a function of task demands (i.e. main effects of MIT and MOT). By contrasting these parametric responses to the number of targets in the MIT versus MOT condition, we could thus reveal brain regions showing stronger responses during the MIT and MOT conditions. Because Experiment 2 involved only trials with 4 targets, we used boxcar regressors to model the different task conditions of the 2 × 2 design (MIT vs. MOT × fixate vs. move eyes freely). This enabled us to contrast directly the hemodynamic responses to the MIT versus MOT tasks in the fixate versus move-freely conditions.

In all second-level analyses, participant-wise contrast images were first generated for the contrasts of interest and the second-level analysis used these contrast images in a new GLM and generated statistical images, that is, SPM-t maps. With balanced designs at first level (i.e. similar events for each participant, in similar numbers), this second-level analysis closely approximates a true mixed-effects design, with both within- and between-participant variance. Statistical threshold was set at *P* \< 0.01, false discovery rate (FDR) corrected at cluster level.

In Experiment 1, we also conducted complementary region-of-interest (ROI) analyses. The ROIs were defined functionally on the basis of the *n*-back working memory localizers. For the *n*-back working memory localizer, we modeled the onsets of the working memory task trials and entered the *n* of the *n*-back task as a parametric modulator. This yielded a functional definition of ROIs whose activity was linearly dependent on the working memory load. For the LOC localizer, we modeled the object and scrambled object blocks with boxcar regressors, and computed the contrast between these conditions to define ROIs whose voxels were sensitive to the presence of objects. For each ROI, we then computed condition-wise signal changes (%) in the main object tracking experiment using the MarsBaR toolbox ([@bhw380C5]).

Functional Connectivity {#bhw380s2g}
-----------------------

For the functional connectivity analysis, we considered 12 ROIs derived from the aforementioned localizer scans as nodes and computed the connectivity between each pair of nodes (i.e. a link; total number of links = 66) for the 2 tasks (MIT, MOT) with different levels of task load (2, 4, and 2 & 4 combined). To control for head motion confounds on connectivity, we preprocessed the data as described in [@bhw380C31]). Briefly, for each participant and each run we extracted a ROI time series as the average of the voxels time series within each ROI. These time series were then *z*-scored and de-trended linearly. We then regressed out the 6 motion parameters with Volterra expansion and bandpass filtered the data between 0.01 and 0.08 Hz. Quality control was performed using the frame-wise displacement (FD) parameter: all runs for all participants had less than 7% of time points over the recommended threshold of 0.5 mm. All time points were thus retained to ensure that the connectivity values for all tasks/participants/runs were computed over the same number of time points. In all group level connectivity, the average individual FDs were used as nuisance regressors as recommended in [@bhw380C37]). Importantly, differences in FD were not correlated with the task condition and there were no significant differences in FD between the conditions.

To compute the mean task-dependent connectivity for the MIT and MOT tasks (averaged over 2 and 4 targets) for each participant, time points not related to the task of interest were first masked out. Next, a Pearson correlation between pairs of masked ROIs time series was used as the task-dependent connectivity value. Task regressors were shifted by 5 s to account for hemodynamic delay. We tested for the statistical significance of each link by Fisher transforming individual connectivity values averaged across the participants and runs. Statistical significance was assessed with bootstrap resampling over 50 000 iterations. For each iteration, individual surrogate networks were computed by generating surrogate ROI time series with identical magnitude of frequency spectrum and scrambled spectral phase ([@bhw380C22]). At each iteration, a group level surrogate network was computed and the maximum value of correlation was stored to build the maximal statistic distribution ([@bhw380C23]). This effectively controlled for the multiple comparison problem as the link with highest group-average correlation value was stored at each iteration. The final significance level was set by identifying the 95th percentile of the maximal statistic distribution (0.63 for MIT, 0.62 for MOT).

Finally, we compared link strengths between the MIT and MOT conditions for each task load (2 and 4) using paired sample *t* tests. Statistical significance was assessed with permutation testing ([@bhw380C12]). For each iteration and for each link, the labels of the task conditions were shuffled randomly and a surrogate *t*-value was computed. Link-wise *P*-values were then estimated from the distribution of the surrogate *t*-values. To control for multiple comparisons, we used the Benjamini-Hochberg False Discovery Rate with *q* \< 0.05.

Eye Movement Recordings {#bhw380s2h}
-----------------------

During fMRI, eye movements were recorded with an MRI compatible Eyelink 1000 eye-tracker (SR Research; sampling rate 1000 Hz, spatial accuracy better than 0.5°, with a 0.01° resolution in the pupil-tracking mode). A 9-point calibration and validation was completed at the beginning of each run. Saccade detection was performed using a velocity threshold of 30°/s and an acceleration threshold of 4000°/s^2^. Eye movement data were manually screened for artifacts. For each experimental condition, the mean number and duration of fixations, saccade amplitude and velocity, number of blinks and pupil size were extracted. To spatially visualize, the fixation distributions across the MIT and MOT tasks, we also constructed fixation heatmaps ([@bhw380C21]).

Results {#bhw380s3}
=======

Experiment 1: Behavioral Performance {#bhw380s3a}
------------------------------------

Behavioral results are summarized in Figure [2](#bhw380F2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for full results and statistical tests. Tracking was in general accurate (mean = 94%) and the performance between MIT and MOT differed profoundly only in the more difficult 4-item-tracking condition. A higher cognitive load for tracking multiple items was confirmed by a linear increase in pupil size as a function of the number of the to-be-tracked objects. Moreover, pupil size increased more steeply in MIT than in MOT as a function of load. MIT and MOT resulted in different eye fixation patterns, as evidenced by the heatmaps (Fig. [2](#bhw380F2){ref-type="fig"}). Participants made more and longer saccades in MIT than in MOT; this effect was more profound in the 4- versus 2-object-tracking condition. These effects were driven by load-dependent increases in the MIT condition, whereas load did not influence the number of fixations or saccade amplitudes in the MOT condition. Figure 2.Tracking performance and eye movements in Experiment 1. Heatmaps (*A*) show that participants made more fixations in MIT than MOT and in the 4-target than the 2 target condition. This was accompanied with (*B*) a better performance in the 4-target MOT condition, increased cognitive load (indexed by pupil size) as a function of number of targets, and a greater number of fixations and longer saccades in MIT than MOT in the 2 versus 4-target condition.

Experiment 1: Full-Volume Analysis of Task-Evoked Responses {#bhw380s3b}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We first assessed the load-dependent activations in MIT and MOT. Both tasks reliably activated wide areas (Fig. [3](#bhw380F3){ref-type="fig"}, top and middle row), including inferior (IPL) and superior (SPL) parietal lobules, precuneus, middle frontal gyrus (MFG), and in precentral gyrys overlapping the typical location of the frontal eye fields (FEF; [@bhw380C29]). When MIT and MOT were contrasted against each other in an interaction analysis (MIT vs. MOT × 2 vs. 4 targets), significant activations were observed in inferior and superior parietal cortices (IPL, SPL), medial and lPFC (MFG, superior frontal gyrus \[SFG\], supplementary motor area \[SMA\]) as well as lateral occipital cortices (MT/V5; Fig. [3](#bhw380F3){ref-type="fig"}, bottom row). These activation clusters overlapped almost completely with those observed in the *n*-back working memory task and the LOC localizer. These results were essentially replicated with the conventional *t*-contrasts where the MIT and MOT tasks were contrasted directly against each other in the 2 and 4 object conditions. No effects were observed in the opposite contrasts. Finally, participants' spatial working memory capacity predicted linearly the responses to the MIT versus MOT task in the same regions as observed in the main MIT versus MOT analysis, including IPL/SPL, PREC, middle cingulum, MFG, SFG, and SMA. Additional associations were observed in bilateral postcentral gyri and anterior cingulum; yet, effects in occipital cortex and ventral visual regions were markedly absent. Figure 3.Brain regions whose activity increased as a function of the number of targets in MIT (top), MOT (middle), and MIT versus MOT (bottom). Colorbar denotes the *t*-statistic range. The data are plotted at *P* \< 0.01, FDR corrected at cluster level (except for MOT vs. MIT which is shown at 0.005, uncorrected). White outline shows areas activated in *N*-back working memory localizer and red outline areas activated in LOC localizer at *P* \< 0.05 FWE corrected.

Experiment 1: ROI Analysis of Task-Evoked Responses {#bhw380s3c}
---------------------------------------------------

ROI analyses on the functionally defined working memory (IPL, MFG, SFG, precentral gyrus, SMA) and object recognition (MT/V5) ROIs (Fig. [4](#bhw380F4){ref-type="fig"}) revealed clear regional differences in response profiles. First, only object-recognition regions (FG, MT/V5) showed greater responses during passive MIT versus MOT performance (i.e. attending but not tracking objects with different versus identical objects; see also [Supplementary Fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the low-load condition (2 targets), responses were stronger during MIT than MOT in all regions except bilateral IPL and SFG. In the high-load condition (4 targets), responses were stronger during MIT than MOT in all regions (all *P*s \< 0.05, Bonferronni corrected). SMA and bilateral IPL and SFG showed both stronger responses to tracking versus attending (0 vs. 2 targets) and to load-dependent increase in tracking-related activity (from 2 to 4 targets) during both MIT and MOT. In the right-hemispheric MFG, effects of attention versus tracking and load-dependent responses were only observed in MIT but not in MOT. In the left-hemispheric MFG, the effect of load was significant for MIT but not for MOT. As expected, MT and FG responses to simply visually attending to objects compared with object tracking were indistinguishable in the MOT task (except in right MT), whereas in MIT tracking significantly increased activity in all these regions in comparison to merely visually attending to the objects. Figure 4.Mean (+SEM) signal changes for MIT and MOT in ROIs for *n*-back working memory (IPL, SFG, SMA, PREC, MFG) and object localizer (MT) tasks. Statistically significant (*P* \< 0.05, Bonferronni corrected) differences between the MIT and MOT conditions are denoted with asterisks. IPL, inferior parietal lobule; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; SFG, superior frontal gyrus, PREC, precentral gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; MT, middle temporal gyrus (area MT).

Experiment 1: Functional Connectivity {#bhw380s3d}
-------------------------------------

Figure [5](#bhw380F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the task-dependent connectivity results. During MIT, connectivity was strongest between contralateral ROIs (MT, SFG, IPL) as well as between IPL-SFG and IPL-MFG. Left precentral gyrus (and to some extent also SMA and RSFG) was connected to almost all other ROIs in the network. During MOT, the number of significant links was lower, with strongest connectivity between RIP-RMFG as well as between contralateral areas (SFG, MT, FG, MFG). Again, left precentral gyrus served as the hub of the network. When comparing MIT directly against MOT, no differences were observed at the low-load (2 targets) condition. However, the high-load condition (4 targets) led to significantly stronger connectivity in MIT than MOT. Largest shifts were observed in connections from ventral temporal to frontal (FG and MT to SFG) and ventral temporal to parietal (MT and FG to IPL). MFG, SFG and MT were the strongest hubs in this network. Figure 5.Functional connectivity. Mean functional connectivity values across all MIT and MOT trials (averaged over 2 and 4 targets) are shown in panels *A* and *B*. For these plots, line thickness defines the link strength; node color shows the node region and node diameter is proportional to the significant links attached to each node. Panels *C* and *D* show the links whose strength was significantly stronger in MIT than MOT with 4 and 2 targets. For these plots, line thickness defines the *T* value for each link (i.e. link strength comparison between MIT and MOT). All data are thresholded at *P* \< 0.05, FDR corrected. MFG, middle frontal gyrus; LPREC, left precentral gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; SFG, superior frontal gyrus, IPL, inferior parietal lobule; MT, area MT, FG, fusiform gyrus.

Experiment 2: Do Eye Movements Explain Differences Between MIT and MOT? {#bhw380s3e}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Cortical regions involved in eye movement control (IPS, FEF; see [@bhw380C14]) were significantly more active during MIT than MOT; this effect was coupled with an increased fixation rate in the MIT condition. Thus, we ran a control analysis where BOLD responses were predicted with the trialwise fixation count. The results overlaid as white border in [Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} reveal significant eye movement dependent responses in the areas activated by MIT versus MOT. Thus, even though the brain basis of overt and covert attention shifts are shared ([@bhw380C3]), and saccadic eye movements are naturally coupled during MIT ([@bhw380C26]), the current design cannot disentangle the contribution of location-identity binding and eye movements to the hemodynamic responses during MIT. Therefore, we ran Experiment 2 where we directly assessed the contribution of eye movements to 1) behavioral performance and 2) hemodynamic responses in the MIT and MOT tasks. The design was similar to that in Experiment 1 with the exception that the participants always tracked 4 targets in MIT and MOT. On half of the trials, they were instructed to keep fixating at the central fixation cross, whereas on the other half of the trials they were allowed to move their eyes freely. This resulted in a 2 × 2 fully within-participants design with comparable length and statistical power as in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2: Behavioral Performance {#bhw380s3f}
------------------------------------

Behavioral results are summarized in Figure [6](#bhw380F6){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for full results and statistical tests. Tracking accuracy was again high (*M* = 85% correct responses), yet restricting eye movements impaired performance and more strongly so in the MIT task. Pupil size was larger in the MIT than MOT task, both when freely moving the eyes and maintaining a fixation. As expected, the instruction to maintain a fixation markedly reduced the number of fixations and the amplitude of saccades. Fixation count was, however, not brought down to zero because maintaining a steady fixation for 15 s is physiologically practically impossible. These fixations resulted mainly from blinks and subsequent corrective saccades whose mean amplitude was 1.3°. Importantly, number of fixations in the MIT and MOT tasks differed only when the participants were able to move their eyes freely, but not when fixation was maintained. Figure 6.Tracking performance and eye movements in Experiment 2. Heatmaps (*A*) reveal that the fixation patterns during unconstrained viewing are more widely distributed in MIT than MOT. This effect is abolished when participants are instructed to maintain a fixation. Direct comparisons (*B*) revealed better performance in MOT than MIT, and increased cognitive load (indexed by pupil size), a greater number of fixations and longer saccades in MIT than MOT.

Experiment 2: fMRI {#bhw380s3g}
------------------

When the move-freely versus fixation conditions were contrasted with each other, significant bilateral activations were observed in visual cortex and fusiform gyrus as well as in IPL and SPL and precentral gyri. We next validated the finding of Experiment 1 that MIT increased frontoparietal and lateral occipitotemporal activation more than MOT both in the fixation and free viewing condition (Fig. [7](#bhw380F7){ref-type="fig"}); for both conditions this analysis yielded results consistent with those in Experiment 1 (Fig. [3](#bhw380F3){ref-type="fig"}). Next, an interaction analysis (MIT vs. MOT \> Free viewing vs. Maintain fixation) was used to reveal areas where increased activation in the MIT versus MOT task would be dependent on eye movements. This revealed only one activation cluster spanning early visual cortex and higher-order associative areas; yet importantly, no effects were observed in the frontal and parietal regions where most profound differences were observed in the MIT versus MOT contrasts in Experiments 1 and 2. Figure 7.Brain regions showing larger response to MIT than MOT and vice versa while maintaining a fixation (top row) or moving eyes freely (middle row). Bottom row shows the regions whose increased activity in the MIT condition was contingent on eye movements. Colorbar denotes the *t*-statistic range. The data are plotted at *P* \< 0.01, FDR corrected at cluster level.

Discussion {#bhw380s4}
==========

Our results revealed that a fronto-temporo-parietal circuit supports attentive tracking of multiple objects when binding object identity and location. Both MIT and MOT engaged a shared circuit involving inferior and superior parietal and medial and lateral prefrontal cortices. These regions likely support attentive tracking and short-term storage of target positions, which is the shared requirement between the tasks. Accordingly, this set of brain areas had remarkable overlap with those engaged by nonspatial working memory (*n*-back; Fig. [3](#bhw380F3){ref-type="fig"}). Activation in additional lateral frontal and ventral visual regions was, however, significantly stronger during MIT than MOT, likely providing the basis for the location-identity binding, which is the additional process required in MIT and absent in MOT. These regional changes were also paralleled in functional connectivity, which was significantly increased during MIT versus MOT between ventral and lateral temporal (FG and MT) visual regions and dorsolateral prefrontal (SFG, MFG) and parietal (IPL) regions involved in attention and working memory.

These effects were replicated in 2 experiments and also when allowing and restricting eye movements. A direct comparison between MIT and MOT while moving eyes freely versus maintaining a fixation only revealed activation differences in the primary visual cortex and ventral temporal regions (FG) involved in object recognition. This confirms that the observed differences between MIT and MOT in the frontoparietal areas do not simply reflect eye movements naturally coupled with the MIT task ([@bhw380C14]). Instead, they likely reflect differential activation in the system maintaining target positions and identities in working memory, and deploying attention covertly.

Independent and Overlapping Circuits for Visual Tracking and Identity-Location Binding {#bhw380s4a}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although MIT and MOT differ from each other with respect to the requirement of identity-location binding, they both share task requirements related to refocusing of attention and updating object locations. Accordingly, MIT and MOT engaged a shared frontoparietal circuit corresponding with that observed in prior studies on attentive tracking ([@bhw380C8]; [@bhw380C19]; [@bhw380C17]) but also in those for working memory and eye movements ([@bhw380C14]; [@bhw380C28]). In this circuit, responses were generally stronger when tracking than simply attending to the objects (both for MIT and MOT), and activity differences between MIT and MOT became significant only in the high-load condition (4 targets). Despite an identical number of to-be-tracked targets and matched target trajectories, activity within these regions was significantly amplified during the MIT task. These results suggest that MIT and MOT also share a common load-dependent mechanism in the parietal cortices, which is likely to be involved in storing object positions and number of target objects during visual tracking ([@bhw380C8]; [@bhw380C19]), yet independent of processing object features ([@bhw380C17]).

While identity and location tracking shared a common frontoparial resource, identity tracking requiring binding object location with its identity resulted in load-dependent activity increase in the medial and lateral PFC during MIT but not during MOT. In particular, lPFC activity remained constant across all MOT conditions. Although the human working memory circuit spans over frontal and parietal cortices, both human and monkey studies have highlighted the role of lPFC in temporary retention of task-dependent information ([@bhw380C9]), particularly in spatial working memory ([@bhw380C27]). It is thus likely that this region supports the binding of object identities with their locations. In addition, ventral temporal (MT and fusiform gyrus) regions critical for object recognition ([@bhw380C4]; [@bhw380C2]) also showed increased activation for tracking compared with mere attention primarily in the MIT but not in the MOT task, likely reflecting enhanced access to object identities when they are task-relevant.

These increases in regional activity were paralleled by functional connectivity changes. Both the MIT and MOT task increased connectivity between frontal and parietal regions involved in working memory control (MFG and LFG, PFC, IPS, SFG) as well as connectivity from ventral visual (FG) to lPFC. These connections were, however, significantly stronger during MIT than MOT, and importantly, connections between ventral (FG) and lateral (MT) visual regions and inferior parietal (IPL) and lateral frontal (MFG) cortices were significantly stronger during MIT than MOT. However, this increase was only statistically significant in the high-load condition. The SFG and MFG were the central "hubs" of the object-identity-tracking network, suggesting that they play a key role in integrating the ventral and dorsal visual stream information for establishing identity-location bindings, which involves the integration of object-identity information from the ventral visual stream with location information available in the dorsal stream.

Altogether these results thus favor an intermediate position in the debate regarding unitary versus independent mechanisms for position and identity tracking ([@bhw380C33]; [@bhw380C6]; [@bhw380C26]), in that tracking of multiple objects with identical versus distinct identities involve both shared and distinct neural systems. The shared component consists of frontoparietal areas involved in working memory and visual attention, likely supporting attentive tracking. The shared system is, however, loaded more heavily during MIT. On the other hand, medial frontal regions were uniquely activated during MIT, and their interconnectivity with the attentive tracking system and areas involved in object recognition likely supports identity-location binding during MIT.

Responses in the inferior parietal cortices during MIT versus MOT were linearly dependent on participants' working memory capacity, in line with prior studies on capacity-limited short-term information storage in the parietal cortex ([@bhw380C36]). Previous studies, however, suggest that this limit is only seen for "what" and not for "where" information ([@bhw380C15]). The load in the capacity-limited system supporting attentional refocusing and updating of location nevertheless increases significantly more when the location-identity bindings must be constantly updated during MIT. Higher cognitive load during MIT than MOT was also reflected in pupil size, a well-known index of cognitive effort ([@bhw380C13]; [@bhw380C1]; [@bhw380C26]). Consequently, the inferior parietal and lateral frontal regions may act as the visuo-spatial sketchpad storing the number and the location of objects, while the episodic buffer is responsible for representing more complex features of objects, including the velocity of moving objects.

Cognitive models of MOT have proposed that MOT is carried out by a primarily parallel mechanism with limited resources ([@bhw380C33]), whereas MIT would be strictly serial, requiring constant focal updating of object locations and identities ([@bhw380C23], [@bhw380C25]). In support of the serial model, we found that 1) attentional load resulting from multiple targets increased eye movement rate more during MIT, 2) more fixations were made during MIT than MOT, and 3) restricting eye movements and increasing the number of tracked objects significantly impaired the MIT performance but also to some extent the MOT performance. Yet, both tasks could be accomplished in the absence of eye movements suggesting that both parallel and serial updating processes are in operation during MIT and MOT, and that even serial attention shifts during MIT may be executed covertly without moving the eyes.

Finally, we would like to note that the number of visually distinct identities varied between the MIT and MOT conditions, which could be considered a potential confound. We deliberately chose this approach because it simulates real-world identity tracking, which typically involves targets with distinct identities, such as different football players on the field. Yet, only passively attending to multiple distinct versus identical objects (i.e. the 0-target condition) only increased activity in the ventral visual cortex (see [Supplementary Fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), whereas attentive MIT and MOT tracking led to additional activation changes in the frontal and parietal regions. Thus, we argue that the increased ventral temporal responses in MIT reflect the increased number of distinct identities, whereas the frontoparietal activation changes are related to the actual tracking and updating process. It is noteworthy that human observers are capable of identity tracking even with visually identical objects whose identities are only established prior to the actual tracking ([@bhw380C32]). Whether or not this type of task can be accomplished without significant contribution of the ventral visual cortex ([@bhw380C11]; [@bhw380C34]) needs to be established in future studies.

Conclusions {#bhw380s5}
===========

We conclude that a frontoparietal cortical circuit supports attentive tracking of multiple objects with both shared and distinct identities. Identity-location binding requires focal (either covert or overt) attention, and object locations and identities are maintained in working memory when not under the attentional spotlight. When multiple identities need to be tracked, activity and interconnectivity of this network and additional ventral visual and lPFC areas are significantly increased, with lateral and medial prefrontal regions serving as "hubs" integrating the "what" and "where" information processed by the medial temporal and parietal cortices.
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